
Jumble Story 

Choose four numbers between 1 and 10.  Write them in the spaces below.  Make sure they are four different numbers. 

 

1.__________  2.__________  3.__________  4.__________ 

 

Assignment: Write a story with the character, setting, time period, and situation that you've chosen. The character that you've 

chosen should be the main character in the story, but isn't necessarily the ONLY character in the story. Likewise, most of the story 

will take place in the setting that you've chosen, but you can include other settings or elaborate on the setting that you have chosen 

(breaking it into several smaller settings, for example). The situation or challenge that you've chosen may involve the main character 

or your main character may observe someone else who must deal with the situation or challenge. In other words, you can combine 

these elements anyway that you desire, so long as all four are included in your story. 

The Hero’s Journey:  Be sure to intentionally and explicitly incorporate at least one of the steps of the Hero’s Journey into the 

story. 

Remember to use lots of details to develop your story.  Consider the ways that we developed characters and setting in our prior 

assignments, emphasizing the abundance of details, imagery, and specific, figurative language.   

50 Points. 

 

 

1.  Character 

1. a new mother  

2. a photographer  

3. a recent high school graduate  

4. a restaurant owner or manager  

5. an alien from outer space  

6. a homeless child  

7. a 93-year-old woman  

8. an environmentalist  

9. a college student  

10. a jazz musician  

2.  Setting 

1. near a National Forest  

2. a wedding reception  

3. a celebration party  

4. an expensive restaurant  

5. a shopping mall  

6. a city park  

7. the porch of an old farmhouse  

8. a polluted stream  

9. a college library  

10. a concert hall  

3.  Time 

1. during a forest fire  

2. after a fight  

3. the night of high school graduation  

4. after a big meal  

5. sometime in December  

6. late at night  

7. after a big thunderstorm has passed  

8. in early spring  

9. first week of the school year  

10. during a concert  

4.  Situation/Challenge 

1. an important decision needs to be made  

2. a secret needs to be confessed to someone else  

3. someone's pride has been injured  

4. a death has occurred  

5. someone has found or lost something  

6. someone has accused someone else of doing something 

wrong  

7. reminiscing on how things have changed  

8. someone feels like giving up  

9. something embarrassing has just happened  

10. someone has just reached an important goal  

 


